Abstract-A mathematical control model of blood flow through the circle of Willis was developed, within a nonlinear framework. Based on system's viewpoint, the circle of Willis is fluid network system that is composed of four entrances and three communicating arteries. A nonlinear model is established for fluid network systems using lumped parameter approximations of incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and the graph theory of the circuit network, a nonlinear model is established for fluid network systems. This model provides the basis for the entire cerebral circulation network's parameter computation, and survey, also provides treatment reference for branch blood flow and pressure control based on Willis control system.
INTRODUCTION
The cerebrovascular dynamics parameters，such as blood flow, artery resistance and pressure play an important role in the cerebral circulation. In many cerebrovascular diseases, such as cerebral hemorrhage, infarction and cerebral angiospasm, the hemodynamic parameters will be changed significantly compared with their normal range. Many clinical investigators have confirmed that the alteration of dynamics parameters may be easier than that of CT scan neuroimages [1] . The parameters reflect directly the cerebrovascular function, they have very important potential value in diagnosis of cerebrovascular diseases. However, because the cerebrovascular buries deeply in the skull, its geometry shape and dynamics condition are exceptionally complex, observe and examine its dynamics parameter to encounter many difficulties. Therefore, the cerebral circulation's research mainly concentrates on observation and analysis aspect in the brain blood supply condition at present, but few understanding to its blood movement's dynamics process. This paper considered from the network and hemodynamics, establishes plane structure diagram of the circle of Willis. According to the circuit graph theory and hemodynamics, establish the cerebral circulation's network model.
II. THE CIRCLE OF WILLIS
The circle of Willis network system has four entrances for blood flow (two carotid and two vertebral arteries) and three communicating arteries [2] is much different from the system which has only one entrance, ie.，the aortic. According to the anatomy of cerebral arterial system, a schematic representation of the circle of Willis is shown in Fig.1[3] . 
III. HEMODYNAMICS
For simplicity, we make the following assumptions: Al. the fluid is incompressible; A2.the temperatures in all branches are identical. Under assumptions, one branch of the fluid flow network is described with the following equations [4] :
Where Q j is flow through a branch j, R j =r j l j are aerodynamic resistances, r j are specific dynamic resistances of the branches, l j are lengths of the branches, H j =H lj -H lj0 are pressure drops of the branches, H lj are absolute pressures at the end of the branches, H lj0 are absolute pressures at the beginning of the branches, Like an electrical networks [5] , a fluid flow network must satisfy Kirchhoff's current law, i.e., the flow out of any node is equal to the flow into that node. Mathematically, Kirchhoff's current law for fluid flow networks can be expressed as:
This work is partially supported by NSF Grant #60673153，education department S&T plan #J08LJ70 and NSF #Y2007G22 of Shandong Province where n c is the number of nodes in the network, Q is a vector of flow quantities, E Q =[E Qij ] is a full rank matrix of order (n c -2)×n and the values of E Qij are defined as follows: E Qij =1 if branch j is connected to node i and the flow goes away from node i, E Qij =-1 if it goes into node i, E Qij =0 if branch j is not connected to node i.
Let us assume that the fluid flow network employs one main generator that is connected with the ambient outside of the network. Then the flow in the generator (heart) branch can be expressed as Similarly, the fluid flow network also satisfies Kirchhoff's voltage law, i.e., the sum of the pressure drops around any loop in the network must be equal to zero, or mathematically.
where H j is the pressure drop of the branch j, l is a number of the links in the network, l=N-n c +1, N=n+1 is the number of branches with generator branch; H is a vector of pressure drops, E H =[E Hij ] is (l -k)×n mesh matrix, in which each mesh is formed by a link and a unique chain in the tree connecting two endpoints of the link, k is number of meshes, containing generator branch, it is equal to the number of links, connected to the generator branch at its end. The elements of E Hij , are defined as follows: E Hij =1 if branch j is contained in mesh i and has the same direction, E Hij =-1if branch j is contained in mesh i and has the opposite direction, E Hij =0 if branch j is not contained in mesh i. 
Where H m is the pressure drop of the generator branch, e Hm is k×n matrix, includes e Hmij which defined as E Hij .
The pressure drop of the generator branch can be expressed as 
Where d denotes the equivalent pressure drop generated by generator, and R m is the resistance coefficient in the generator branch.
IV. FLUID NETWORKS MODEL
In order to establish the state equation, one has to find independent variables as states of the system. By virtue of the concepts of a tree and a link, they can easily be found. So the first step is to describe the tree of the fluid flow network such that the generator branch is contained in it, and take the flow quantities of link branches as state variables. For convenience of analysis, we label the flow quantities of link branches from 1 to l=N-n c +1, where N=n+1. Define:
So that Q c and H c matrices describe flow quantity and pressure drop, respectively, in the links, and Q a and H a matrices describe them in the tree branches, excluding the generator branch.
With the notation 
Where Q is the state, R and d are the inputs, and H is the output of the system. Where
Now express the link pressure drops through the generator branch pressure drop and tree pressure drops. From (4) and (5) 
From this equation, we can find H c as: Using (7) and (3) 
With (9), (10), differentiating (2), we have 0 ) (
From (18) and ( 16), we have 0 ) (
Where 
V. NONLINEAR CONTROL OF FLUID NETWORKS
In this section, we use R c , R a and d as controls. The inputs R a and d are referred to as auxiliary inputs thus a subscript "a" [6] . Let us choose control laws as
Where H cr , H mr and H ar are the reference equilibrium values of H c , H m and H a respectively, Q ce = Q c -Q cr , Q ae = Q a -Q ar , in which Q cr and Q ar are the reference equilibrium) values of Q c and Q a respectively and is a constant, that will be defined later. Clearly, H r and Q r need to satisfy Kirchhoff's laws for the fluid network.
Theorem: For the system described by (11), under the control laws (24)~(25), the following results hold. 
1)
Rearranging this, we have 
Finally, substituting (22) and (23) 
Comparing (7) and (26), it is easy to see, that
Substituting (34) and (35) into (15), we have
With (34) and (36), we get H = H r .
2) After substitution (24) and (25) 
VI. THE CIRCLE OF WILLIS ANALYSIS
According to the anatomical structure as shown in Fig.1 , Because the terminal vein branch may regard as series with the efferent artery branch, Namely both may merge are a branch, then connects all spots together where blood pressure is 0, three artery branches of the cerebral circulation provide the blood flow and pressure as the actuating unit for the circle of Willis. We set up a hemodynamic model based on the electric circuit network equivalent plane diagram is shown in Fig.2 .
The network of the circle of Willis has 15 branches, 9 nodes and 1 generator branch. Choose branches 10 to 15 and generator as the tree of the network.
The node equations can be expressed as:
The loop equations can be expressed as: Finally, we have carried on the simulation confirmation, based on the above model and controller design, asymptotic stability of the system is achieved, it indicated that we can realize fluid network system's accuracy control through controlling flow and pressure, and know the change of hemodynamics parameter about the circle of Willis, such as blood pressure, blood flow, resistance of the branch, according to the control method that may provide the reference for treating cerebral circulation disease.
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